AGT Sublime Collection presents a range of Premium quality MDF Panels with Polymer (PET) and Acrylic Finishes
offered in an assortment of colours and styles that will elevate any creative design project (36 colours and styles to
choose from!). Visit www.sublimecollection.com to view your options.
The AGT Plant located in Turkey is one of the largest MDF producers in the world. A vertically integrated plant that
manufactures their own resin and MDF that is vigorously tested and engineered specifically for the Acrylic and PET
product line.

Sophisticated high-gloss finishes, trendy Silky Touch surfaces, distinctive designer textures and modern
looking metallic finishes... European inspired designs represent one of the most recent innovations in home
cabinetry, sought after for their look, versatility, durability, and relatively low cost!.

POLYMER FINISH (PET)

High Gloss Polymer or Silky Touch Matte luxurious
finishes available in a variety of colours and styles
Durable and scratch resistant, high impact-low cost,
moisture resistant, resistant to delamination

ACRYLIC FINISH (SESOSAN)

High Gloss Acrylic Panels present an impeccably
smooth finish that resembles back painted glass.
It's scratch resistant, perfectly smooth and
glossy, UV insensitive, moisture resistant and
antibacterial.

PRODUCT INFORMATION & HIGHLIGHTS

AGT's PET finished products are produced with high end
polymer foils that are laid up on a Premium MDF Core
AGT Acrylic Panels are made of Sesosan TopX1800 - the
highest quality Acrylic available on the Market
Vertically Integrated plant to deliver premium quality with
every panel
36 different colours and styles for the AGT Sublime Collection
Panels are UV Resistant and Stable
All finished panels are covered in a protective plastic peel
coat to avoid scratching and damage
ABS matching Edge Tape available in a variety of styles,
thicknesses and widths
Matching HPL like Laminate sheet stock available
Product currently available in 3/4" thickness 4x9 finished
panel, 36.7 square feet- the ideal panel size for optimum
usage

